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Introduction 
I first reached fifth-degree black belt at Livermore Kenpo Karate while living in California, when I was a 
few years out of university, recently married, and ready to take on the world. Sixth degree requirements 
included an impressively complex kata, creating a short new kata, and also modifying techniques from 
orange through brown belt. 
 
The idea of modifying techniques for sixth degree was not entirely foreign – I'd done small modifications 
for tests as far back as brown belt, and years of making weapon and empty-hand "triangle" and "star" 
basic combinations (and later, new weapon katas) had left me comfortable with using the tools I had 
been taught to create something new. 
 
My first attempts at modifying techniques for sixth degree were enthusiastic, athletic, and complicated. 
I modified techniques to cover what I perceived as potential holes or add complicated stance and 
balance changes. The ones I remember are fun, if somewhat fiddly. 
 
Almost twenty years later, I find myself living in Edmonton, Alberta, Canada, a city three hours' drive 
north from Calgary. In winter, the temperature with wind chill can regularly hit -40, a temperature that 
does not need to have Celsius or Fahrenheit specified, because that is the one temperature point at 
which Celsius and Fahrenheit are equal. I had no reason to know this before moving to a city where, by 
the time December rolls around, we see only seven hours of sunlight per day. 
 
After getting back into Kenpo earlier this year, I have regained almost everything I had forgotten. Part of 
the reason I'd lost this material in the first place is the normal wear and tear of adulthood, trying to 
balance being a good employee, a good parent, and a good partner to the love of my life, Karin. 
However, the other factor in me losing this material was how difficult it was to practice outdoors. Back 
in California, it didn't matter that I lived in a small apartment, because even in December, I could go out 
into any parking lot or field and run through everything I knew. I might be sent inside for rain, and I 
might cheat a little on techniques or katas involving groundwork, but generally, weather was not a 
major problem. 
 
This is not the case in Edmonton, Alberta. I've learned how difficult it is to practice techniques and katas 
in cold weather, and how cold weather can affect practical self defense. I practiced outside on our lawn 
during the warm months, and now that it is winter, I have rearranged a bunch of furniture in the 
basement to give myself a roughly 8’x10’ open space, which is enough to do individual moves 
comfortably but still sometimes requires shortening the steps of the big katas.  
 
As I relearn material, I have taken a new approach to modifying techniques. I've taken a hard look at 
techniques from orange belt through first-degree brown and made modifications to account for 
practical considerations of performing these techniques in cold weather. I hope that the resulting 
technique modifications are interesting and helpful, both for those practicing in places with similar 
weather and for those practicing in places with much different weather, who can see places to modify 
things differently. 
 

About My Style 
I learned Kenpo at Livermore Kenpo Karate in the 1990s and 2000s, as taught by Dana and Gloria 
Warren. The specific style in question was from the Rod Martin version, which came from the Tracy 
system, which itself came from Ed Parker or "American" Kenpo. Readers who studied in the Tracy or 
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Parker systems will likely see some similarities but different names. For readers who studied different 
striking arts entirely, some of the references will be meaningless, but I will try to add enough context for 
the general movements I am talking about to be clear. I have also included a glossary at the end of this 
document including explanations for most stances and moves. 
 
Generally speaking, the style I practice is practical rather than flashy – we rarely kick above waist-level, 
and our techniques regularly employ strikes to the eyes, throat, and groin, all of which can be useful in 
self-defense but are rarely legal in tournament fighting. The style starts out hard and gets softer as we 
advance. Someone familiar with more common martial arts looking at a room filled with Kenpo 
practitioners doing techniques and katas appropriate to their belts might think that the lower belts were 
practicing a variation of Karate while the upper belts were practicing a variation of Kung Fu.  
 
Our school belt ranks went as follows: white, orange, purple, blue, green, third-degree brown, second-
degree brown, first-degree brown, and then black. (Specifically, first-degree black, second-degree black, 
and so on, up to a theoretical tenth degree.) The school later added a yellow belt, which included the 
first half of the material learned for orange belt. 
 
Note: students learned the techniques for the belt above their current one; they were tested and 
promoted to that belt after learning all the material. For example, a student who was a blue belt at the 
time would be studying green-belt material. There were no white-belt techniques, since any white belt 
would be studying orange belt (or later yellow) material. 
 
Testing material for each belt includes some or all of the following: 

• Blocks and Kicks: These are standalone moves taught mainly to new students to get them 
comfortable with the movements before they are expected to use them in combinations, 
techniques, or katas. 

• Basic Combinations: These consist of two or more blocks, strikes, or kicks. While an individual 
combination is useful for defending against an attack or striking an attacker, the overall goal is 
less on practical self defense and more on getting a new student comfortable with the 
movements so that they can later use them in techniques or katas. 

• Techniques: These consist of anywhere from two to a dozen moves that defend against a 
specific attack or attack combination. They are intended to be used for practical self defense, 
although each technique also forces you to practice a specific strike or movement. At lower 
ranks, techniques are only taught on one side, while at higher ranks (past black belt), you are 
expected to know both the right-handed and left-handed version of the technique. 

• Katas: Also known as sets or, in other styles, forms. If you don’t practice a martial art, these 
would be the things that look like dances that the martial artist hero in the movie does by 
themselves on a mountaintop during a montage. They consist of multiple techniques or 
combinations, going from four at orange belt to twenty or more at higher ranks.  

• Student-Created Content: Starting at third-degree brown belt, students must make their own 
unique content, starting with kicks and basic combinations and eventually leading to making 
their own katas. 

 
One of the requirements for sixth-degree black belt is student-created content in the form of taking ten 
existing techniques from first-degree brown belt or lower and modifying them, either to address a flaw 
or limitation in the existing technique or to add something more complex. This essay is my record of my 
work on these modifications. 
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What I Mean by "Cold Weather" 
It's important to specify that "cold weather" is not a catch-all. As noted, these notes apply to Edmonton 
cold weather. Edmonton tends to have very little humidity, so heat and cold are both dry. Edmonton 
also has an elevation of around 650 meters (2100 feet), which also affects air pressure, which can in turn 
affect how rain turns into snow. Edmonton snow isn't "wet" snow like in, say, Seattle. It tends to be 
powdery and small, rather than the big fat flakes you see in areas that are less dry. If I were modifying 
techniques for, say, Seattle, Washington, I might have put in more of an emphasis on how rain and slick 
raincoats affected techniques. Please use these as a guideline and a point of interest rather than as a 
definitive guide for all types of weather. 
 
Here in Edmonton, I deal with two main ranges: 
 

Temperature Near Freezing 
This is around 5C to -10C, or 41F to 14F. In this temperature range, the ground is likely to be slippery. 
During the day, temperatures climb above freezing, and the sun warms up sidewalks to make nearby 
snow melt. At night, all the melted snow freezes into ice. At this range, a little snow every few days is 
enough to turn many sidewalks and most parking lots into dangerously unstable ground. (Sidewalks can 
be safer because there are mandatory laws about shoveling and de-icing your walk, but it's hardly 
universal.) It's also inconsistent. You might be walking through an area that's largely stable, either 
because it's clear and dry or because it's covered with packed-down snow, which isn't much more 
difficult to walk on than wet sand at the beach. Then you turn a corner or reach an area where trees 
have let an area get cooler, and you're hitting patches of ice that force you to shuffle-step carefully 
unless you want to practice your falling techniques. 
 
On the other hand, at least in Edmonton, when the temperatures are in this range, there is at least some 
chance that you are dealing with relatively normal clothing. You and a potential attacker might be 
wearing snow boots or shoes with deeper treads, but at this temperature range, people don't always 
put on heavy outdoor clothing beyond that. It's not usually worth putting on the big puffy jacket, 
because after a few years in Edmonton, you've acclimated enough that this temperature range is 
considered hoodie weather, especially if you're only going to be outside for a minute as you walk from 
your car through the parking lot to the grocery store.  
 

Temperature Where Edmonton Brings the Kids Inside 
In Edmonton public schools, kids have outdoor recess unless the temperature goes below -20C, which is 
about -4F. Temperatures at or below this level are variously referred to as "death cold," "nose-hair-
freezing cold," "ice-cream-headache cold," or, for the Alberta natives, "brisk." At this temperature 
range, the ground is often less of an issue, because it never gets warm enough for the snow to melt and 
then re-freeze into ice. Sidewalks tend to be safer, and the most slippery places aren't places you have 
to walk very often. 
 
(The most slippery places in this temperature range are four-way-stop intersections in residential areas. 
Residential areas are low priorities for snowplows, so the snow stays for weeks, especially when there's 
no warm weather to melt it and let it drain into gutters. At a stop sign, the friction from the tires of cars 
coming to a stop melts the snow, and the cold weather then freezes it again. When it's a four-way-stop 
intersection, that entire intersection can turn into a hockey rink as cars slide through stop signs or spin 
their tires frantically trying to pick up speed or turn the way they want to go. Fortunately, with the 
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exception of the crosswalks, these aren't areas people have to walk regularly, and if I'm ever attacked in 
the middle of an icy intersection, my attacker is going to be slipping and sliding just as much as I am.) 
 
At this temperature range, the biggest change that can require modifications to martial arts techniques 
comes from clothing. Anyone outside for any length of time will be wearing some or all of the following: 

• Toque (fuzzy hat) or a hood from a heavy coat, and possibly earmuffs and/or a scarf: These are 
good to note, but aside from affecting how well you see, they don't seriously affect most 
techniques, except for where a hood might affect techniques that spin the head or target the 
back of the neck. 

• Heavy coat, often puffy and padded: If you are wearing a heavy coat, strikes using your elbows 
or forearms hit with a little less impact, so if those strikes were intended to finish off a target, 
they might instead be more of a painful distraction (the way that a full-power palm strike to the 
face is a finisher, but a back-knuckle to the face is a painful distraction). If your attacker is 
wearing a heavy coat, the padding can muffle the effects of incoming strikes to the body. These 
effects are cumulative: an elbow smash to the ribs or solar plexus is little more than a 
distraction when both you and your attacker are wearing padded coats. In addition, pressure-
point strikes to the arms or body are trickier – when an attacker's arm is hidden by a big puffy 
sleeve, it's harder to target a key strike to the ulna nerve properly (even if it would work should 
you hit the right target). 

• Gloves, often heavy wool or padded: I found that punches and chops were still reasonably 
effective while wearing heavy gloves. Eye strikes and rakes were also fine – they are less likely to 
puncture or cause serious damage to the eye, but they remain as likely, or even more likely, to 
cause the target to flinch as rough cloth hits around the eye. Grabs and locks are a little more 
difficult, but not impossible. 

• Snow boots of heavy shoes: The main effect of these is that the extra weight makes kicks slower 
and can affect your balance while doing them.  

 

Modifying Techniques 
My goal when modifying techniques was to account for both slippery surfaces and heavy clothing. I 
briefly considered trying to modify techniques for use in heavy snow, but those techniques quickly 
became so different from the others that I discarded that idea. In terms of practical self defense, I 
decided that I am more likely to need to defend myself from an attacker in a parking lot or on a sidewalk 
than I am while walking through waist-deep snow. I modified techniques using the following process: 
 

Choice of Techniques 
I came up with initial candidates for modification as I was practicing my belt techniques in an icy parking 
lot while my younger son did his MMA class inside. I had my iPhone with me, and whenever I slipped 
and nearly face-planted in the parking lot, I would pause, try it again, and then write down the 
technique. I then tried modifications to various candidates back home in my basement, which I've 
converted into a small but serviceable training room.  
 
I considered a technique a good candidate for modification if it met the following criteria: 

• The standard technique did not work: This weeded out a lot of techniques. Kenpo is a 
pragmatic art, and I was pleased to see that so many techniques worked just fine on ice and in 
heavy clothing. 

• Modifying the technique work required more than simple retargeting: Techniques like Chinese 
Eclipse or Driving the Spike can be made to work by simply changing strikes that normally target 
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the body so that they instead target the face, throat, or groin. That didn't seem like a big enough 
change to merit being one of the ten techniques I chose to modify. 

• The technique didn't already have a different variation or cousin technique that worked: I 
initially considered Charging Bull (A) as a technique to modify, because I was worried about 
having the attacker run into me. When performed normally, the charging attacker is hurt from 
the snap kick, and the chop is enough to control them, and if they run into you anyway while 
falling down, you are in a good rear horse stance and can likely deal with the impact. On ice, 
however, that impact can lead to a loss of balance and a slip. However, we already have 
Charging Bull (D) and (E), which deal with this problem by having you move out of the path of 
the attacker to strike from the side. Similarly, while Fluttering Leaves includes multiple precision 
body strikes and could benefit from being modified to strike at different targets, we already 
have a cousin technique in Sculpturing of Buddha, which targets unprotected areas and works 
fine as it is. (Both techniques defend against a push by using rapid open-hand techniques 
targeting pressure points.) I don't need to modify Fluttering Leaves, because if I am attacked 
with a push by someone wearing a heavy coat, I will simply defend with Sculpturing of Buddha 
instead. 

• It was possible to keep the iconic flavor of the technique: In some cases, I found that in order 
to make a given technique work, I would have to modify it so thoroughly that it might as well 
not even be the same technique anymore. My goal was to modify techniques, not make entirely 
new ones, and I wanted anyone who practices the same style to be able to look at what I did 
and say, "Oh, you're doing a modified version of Raising the Mallet!" This is subjective, though -- 
it's not always clear what part of a technique is "iconic". That said, if a technique has a move 
that I don't see anywhere else in our style (like grabbing your right fist with your left hand and 
pulling up in Raising the Mallet in order to break the attacker's grip and lead into an elbow 
uppercut), I did my best to keep it, even if the targets are modified. 

 

Types of Modifications 
As I went through the belts, I started out doing modifications based on what felt right. Over time, I came 
up with general guidelines to help me figure out what wasn't working and what would make it work. 
 

• Kicks: The kicks I found dangerous were combination kicks and kicks that involved major 
changes to balance. Snap kicks and knife-edge kicks were almost always fine. Rear kicks and 
Japanese-wheel kicks involved enough of a balance shift that performing them on ice became 
risky. Using the same leg for combinations of multiple kicks (like a low-high snap kick combo) 
was sometimes risky, and any kick combination in which both feet left the ground (like a chicken 
kick) was very risky. I removed most risky kicks and replaced them with simpler ones. 

• Footwork and stance changes: Every added step carried a small element of risk, and moves 
involving hopping or leaping were riskier. I did not remove them entirely, but where possible, I 
simplified. For example, I found I was able to perform the step-hop transition while moving 
behind the attacker in Eagle's Claw, but I do it a little more slowly and without as much of a 
leap. 

• Key strikes, key rakes, and speed chops to the body: When I am wearing thick gloves and the 
attacker is wearing a puffy coat, key strikes are going to have a lot of their force distributed 
across a wider area, which makes them a lot less useful. The same goes for key rakes or speed 
chops to the ribs. I changed techniques using these by either substituting a different strike (a 
half-fist strike, which can punch through a puffy coat more easily, or a back-knuckle rake across 
the face, which serves a similar purpose of pain and distraction to give me time to move to the 
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finishing section of the technique) or by removing the strike entirely and adding another strike 
later in the technique to cover the fact that the target hadn't been hit as many times and might 
still be up. 

• Elbow strikes, drops, and smashes: In most cases, if these were heavy strikes whose goal was to 
cause serious injury, they still worked fine through a coat, provided you targeted the head or 
neck. If these were lighter strikes whose goal was to serve as a distraction, or if these strikes 
were targeting the body, I changed targets to ensure that they would cause enough pain to 
serve their intended function. 

• Takedowns: These were often more effective when performed on a slippery surface, provided I 
was able to perform the technique from a stable position myself. Because the attacker is 
fighting on the same slippery surface that I am, sweeps to the legs or unbalance attempts have a 
good chance at working more easily. In some cases, when I felt that the modifications I had 
made had left me not doing enough damage to the attacker, I added a takedown and sometimes 
a stomp, so that the ground could hit the attacker for me. The only takedowns I really had 
trouble with were ones in which we use a groin grab in combination with a push, punch, or 
strike. Many heavy coats are long enough to cover the groin, and the material can be slippery, 
especially when I am already wearing gloves. (See notes on grabs below.) 

• Grabs: Any technique using a grab had a chance of having issues. Some grabs still felt secure. 
Others were riskier, specifically grabs where I was trying to move an attacker to a specific place 
and had not already gotten control of their body. An attacker who simply pulled back when I 
grabbed their wrist might slide free from my grip, due to the combination of their puffy slick 
jacket and my gloves. (Or their hand might retract into the sleeve, which controls them, but in a 
different way.) Someone with experience and time for a lot of partner training in practical 
conditions might find out how to replicate the successes or failures consistently. Because Kenpo 
is striking first and grabbing second, and because I'm practicing with limited partner support, I 
mostly avoided grabs that seemed to have a high failure rate. 

Orange Belt 
I was impressed by how many orange-belt techniques worked perfectly well in winter conditions, but I 
shouldn't have been surprised. Orange-belt techniques have to be simple in order for new students to 
understand them, and any risky balance-shifting moves could cause a beginner to slip even while 
performing them on the safety of a mat in a school. 
 

Chopping Bamboo (B) 

Concept: 
A technique that teaches how to manage two attackers. In this technique, you start with an attacker on 
your right, "R", and an attacker behind you, "B". Both are coming toward you in a threatening way when 
you begin performing the technique, and "R" eventually recovers from the initial strike to throw a 
punch. 
 

Standard Steps: 
• Right foot steps to the right into a fighting stance. Right power chop to R's throat. 

• Right hidden step to the left in front of left leg. 

• Turn left into a square horse facing the rear. Right two-finger eye hook to B's left eye. 

• Left power chop to B's throat. 

• Left hidden step behind right, face R. 
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• As R comes in with a right punch, pivot and shift into left cat stance, right inward block. 

• Right snap kick to R. 

• Right rear kick to B. 

• Cover out so that attackers are evenly spaced across your vision. 
 

Issues: 
The biggest issue is that while the step and turn to go from the right-side attacker to the attacker behind 
you works well normally, all steps on a slippery surface go just a little slower. I didn't like turning away 
from B and getting slowed down with the step and pivot while also having to take my eyes off them, 
especially when I haven't hit them yet.  
 
While not as big an issue, the combination kick of the snap and then rear feels a little risky. It wouldn't 
be worth changing on its own, but while I was already modifying the technique, I altered it. 
 

Winter Variant: 
• Right foot steps to the right into a fighting stance, right speed chop to R. 

• V-step to forward bow facing rear, double chops (R-L) down onto neck/collarbone of B. 

• Shift left to forward bow facing front, simultaneous left vertical outward chop block, right sword 
hand to throat to R. 

• Shift right to forward bow facing rear, simultaneous right low power chop to body, left high 
layout chop to B. 

 

Notes: 
While this version is significantly different, it keeps me from ever fully turning my back on either 
attacker. Aesthetically, since the technique is called Chopping Bamboo, I altered the strikes so that the 
technique showed off many of our different chopping strikes without ever repeating one. The shifting 
bow stances were a way to generate power without having to move my feet on the ice. 
 
The final move includes a power chop to the body. This is unlikely to have much penetrating power 
when the attacker is wearing a heavy coat, but when combined with the high layout chop, the force is 
likely to push the attacker backward. Since B has taken chops pulling them down (the double chops) and 
now is taking chops pushing them back, the intent is to leave them unbalanced and possibly cause them 
to slip, so that even if they are still able to fight, they fall or have to spend time regaining their balance. 
 

Raising the Mallet 

Concept:  
A defense against a two-handed grab to your right wrist.  
 

Standard Steps: 
• Right hand forms a fist and right arm pulls back against the grab. Right snap kick to the groin. 

• Plant forward. Left hand cups right fist and pulls up, breaking right hand free from the grab. 

• Continue the pull into a right elbow uppercut to the chin. 

• Turn away from attacker and drop to a crouch (right knee almost on ground). Right hammer-fist 
to the groin. 

• Right rear kick to groin or stomach. 

• Cover out. 
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Issues: 
I love this technique normally and was surprised to find out how risky it was in cold weather. Planting 
forward from the kick and then trying to move right into breaking the grab by swinging up the arm 
requires a lot of small balance shifts. While I don't have trouble doing it on normal footing, I slipped 
almost every time I did it on ice at full speed. This is additionally dangerous because the placement of 
the right leg means that the slip can strain or tear tissue in the knee. In order to do the technique safely, 
I have to slow down that section so much that I became concerned about the attacker recovering before 
I could move into breaking the grab and hitting them with the uppercut. 
 

Winter Variant: 
• Right hand forms a fist and right arm pulls back. 

• Right foot slides forward into left reverse bow, right fist punches down. 

• Shift to left forward bow, left palm strike to face. 

• Left hand cups right fist and pulls up, breaking right hand free from the grab. 

• Continue the pull into a right elbow uppercut to the chin. 

• Turn away from attacker and drop to a crouch (right knee almost on ground). Right hammer-fist 
to the groin. 

• Shift to left forward bow, simultaneous high left side palm to face, low right chop to body. 
 

Notes: 
My thinking on the modification is that the downward punch weakens the grip and also gets the 
attacker's hands down low so that they cannot block the palm strike. A full-strength palm strike to the 
face, with a bow shift behind it, is enough to make them lose interest in keeping their hold on you (like 
the snap kick to the groin in the standard version), and after that, my only major modification is 
changing the rear kick into palm-and-chop combination that knocks the attacker back. 

Purple Belt 
Again, many techniques at this belt worked fantastically with no modifications at all. Because this belt is 
teaching the use of stance shifts – going to a bow to get more power from a strike or going to a cat 
stance to launch kicks from the front leg more easily – many of the things I would have done to modify 
the techniques were already included. 
 
Early attempts at modifications here included Fluttering Leaves and Flashing Thong. I eventually 
discarded them as options because Fluttering Leaves required so much modification that it might as well 
be a new technique, and we already had a perfectly reasonable cousin technique in Sculpturing of 
Buddha; and because Flashing Thong is entirely about teaching students to use the triple kick, and I 
never became comfortable doing a triple kick on ice at full speed and power. (I did create a new 
technique doing three different kicks, but it felt so different as to no longer qualify as the same 
technique. 
 
(For anyone who does not practice this form of Kenpo, yes, I know what you’re saying about Flashing 
Thong. It’s a technique that focuses on kicking. Thong like a sandal. I know. Really. I know.) 
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Ram's Head 

Concept:  
A defense against a high right punch with the right leg forward. This technique focuses on getting power 
from pivoting at the waist. 
 

Standard Steps: 
• Left foot steps forward into right rear horse. Left upward block. 

• Right elbow smash to ribs. 

• Left elbow smash to ribs. 

• Shuffle in, simultaneous left vertical outward block and right half fist to throat. 
 

Issues: 
This technique has no problems with footing, since the feet largely remain planted after the initial block. 
The main issue in cold weather is that the two elbow smashes, which are meant to stagger the attacker 
and leave them stunned and ready for the final half-fist to the throat, are muffled by heavy clothing. 
 

Winter Variant: 
• Left foot steps forward into right broken bow. Simultaneous left upward block and right inverted 

hammer fist to groin. 

• Shift to right rear horse, simultaneous right elbow smash and left side palm strike to opposite 
sides of head. 

• Simultaneous left elbow smash and right side palm strike to opposite sides of head. 

• Shuffle in, simultaneous left vertical outward block and right half fist to throat. 
 

Notes: 
Changing the elbow strikes to the body into elbow strikes to the head was simple enough. I added the 
inverted hammer-fist to the groin because the strikes to the head take a little longer to hit than the 
quick elbow smashes to the body in the original version. Hitting them in the groin buys you an extra 
second as they react to being hit and also might bring their head down, making the elbow smashes to 
the head a little easier.  
 

Broken Honor (A) 

Concept:  
A technique that defends against a right handshake squeeze.  
 

Standard Steps: 
• Left foot steps forward into rear horse, left hand slaps attacker’s hand to knock it up and to your 

right. 

• Right hand shifts to a wrist grab, left hammer-fist to attacker’s elbow to break. 

• Right hidden step behind left into rear horse, forcing attacker around with you. 

• Right Japanese wheel kick to midsection, cover out. 
 

Issues: 
The hammer fist to the elbow works fine in winter clothing. It may not break the arm, but it has enough 
force to hurt and let you move into the lock. The issue here is the part where we step and turn and force 
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the attacker to move with us. On a mat or normal ground, this works great – by being lower than your 
attacker, you have the leverage to move them around and then finish them with a Japanese wheel kick. 
On ice, I'm not confident that my attempt to lever my attacker around wouldn't end with me slipping 
and ending up on the ground. The Japanese wheel kick is also hard to do safely on the ice. It's a move 
that shifts your body weight a lot and then expects you to bring it back. 
 

Winter Variant: 
• Left foot steps forward into rear horse, left hand slaps attacker’s hand to knock it up. 

• Right hand shifts to a wrist grab, left hand hammer-fist to attacker’s elbow. 

• Left foot V-steps to be in front of the attacker's front foot, left hand releases, right hand pulls 
attacker's arm down across the shoulder to lock or break. 

• Left hammer-fist to groin, left heel kick to groin. 

• Left hand comes to right hand to grab wrist, left foot does hidden step away from attacker and 
to the right. 

• Right foot hidden steps behind left, right arm shifts to hook the elbow of the attacker's arm. 

• Pivot into rear horse, pulling with right arm to break arm and bend attacker over. 

• Right snap kick to midsection, plant back. 
 

Notes: 
The key aspects of Broken Honor (A) to me are knocking up the arm and locking it, doing something to 
force the attacker to move, and finishing with a kick to the midsection once you have gotten them off 
balance and helpless to avoid the powerful kick. This modification keeps those elements while altering 
the moves that are risky to perform on the ice. The arm-over-the-shoulder break is safer on a slippery 
surface, the hook-break of the elbow feels like it's in the same family as the original arm-lock and pivot 
but isn't putting my weight against theirs in a way that could be risky, and the snap kick is one of the 
safest kicks to perform. It is possible that any one of the three strikes to the attacker's ulna will fail (the 
hammer-fist, the break across the shoulder, and the hook-and-pull while stepping away), but one of the 
three will likely succeed, and the real finisher of the technique is not damage to the arm but the final 
snap kick to the midsection once the attacker is staggered and unable to guard their body. 

Blue Belt 
Blue belt offered several options, not because the techniques were bad, but because a lot of blue belt is 
focused on waist movement, and it includes a lot of strikes that go to the body.  
 
Options I considered but ultimately passed over at this belt included Driving the Spike, because changing 
the body strikes to head or groin strikes did not feel like a big enough change; Releasing the Eagle, 
because changing the key strikes-into-hip-throw section ended up making it feel too much like a 
completely different technique; and Ox Cart (B), because while some of the steps and shifts occasionally 
made me slip, I could never put my finger on exactly what was wrong and what would make it right, 
 

Siege of the Temple 

Concept:  
Another two-person attack. This time, there is an attacker at the front, "F", who throws a right punch 
with the right leg forward, while the attacker at the rear, "R", grabs your right shoulder with their right 
arm. Later, R comes in with a punch. I've always enjoyed this technique, and I've also always been 
interested in techniques dealing with more than one attacker, so I decided to give this one a try. 
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Standard Steps: 
• Left foot steps forward into rear horse, left inward block to front and right vertical outward 

block to rear. (Blocks F's punch and knocks R's grab away.) 

• Right foot steps forward with hidden step, right key rake across F's ribs, pivot into rear horse 
facing rear and left chop to F's ribs. (Deals with front attacker.) 

• Simultaneous right inward block and right snap kick to R's groin, plant forward into rear horse. 

• Pivot to broken bow and double chop (right, then left) down to back of R's neck. 

• Pivot back to rear horse, right upward elbow to R's chin. 

• Shuffle in with right claw to R's face. 
 

Issues: 
I found two issues with this technique when performing it in winter conditions. First, much like Chopping 
Bamboo (B), while I can perform the moves fast enough on a mat or dry surface to feel confident that 
I'm managing both attackers, the necessary slowdown on the ice left me feeling like I was going too long 
without dealing with R, who hasn't taken any real strikes until I kick them at around the halfway point of 
the technique. Second, the strikes that deal with F are a key rake to the ribs and then a chop to the ribs, 
and I'm not confident that those strikes would stop an attacker wearing heavy clothing. I'd be worried 
about doing this on F even if R weren't there. 
 

Winter Variant: 
• Left foot steps forward to front left 45, left inward block and right vertical outward block to rear. 

(Blocks F's punch and knocks away R's grab.) 

• Right V-step behind front attacker, right side palm to F's jaw. 

• Right hand grabs F's chin, left inverted grabs back of F's head. 

• Left foot steps to meet right, and right foot then steps back and to the current left at a 45. Twist 
F's neck to throw F into path of R and end in a fighting stance. 

• Left foot hops back to left cat, right hook block. (Blocks R's punch.) 

• Right knife-edge to back of front knee. (Collapses R's knee, dropping them to a knee facing away 
from you.) 

• Plant forward in fighting stance, then shift into broken bow with double chops down on R's neck 
(R-L). 

• Right elbow uppercut to back of R's head. 

• Right claw over R's head to pull back, step back. 
 

Notes: 
The first section of the modified technique still deals with the attacker in the front. After blocking the 
attack, you get behind them. This lets you control their head and put them into a neck-twisting 
takedown that should be easy on the ice, and also puts them between you and the other attacker. The 
other attacker's attempt to punch is going to be slowed down and likely clumsy, given that they have to 
step over their partner to get to you. While there were simpler ways to deal with the rear attacker once 
they were on one knee, I kept the double chop, elbow uppercut, claw sequence, because I could make it 
work even with much different positioning, and it felt like one of the moves that made Siege of the 
Temple the technique that it is. 
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Blinding Sword 

Concept:  
A defense against a straight right punch with the left leg forward. The name is a clue that this technique 
involves both blinding the attacker with an eye strike and doing a sword hand. 
 

Standard Steps: 
• Left foot steps forward at a left 45 into a right rear horse. Simultaneous left parry and right key 

slash across ribs. 

• Right foot steps into left cat stance, right back-knuckle wipe across face. 

• Right steps forward into rear horse, simultaneous left four-finger eye strike and right sword 
hand to groin. 

 

Issues: 
The good news is that the simultaneous eye strike and sword hand to the groin works. If it didn't, I 
wouldn't have bothered to modify this technique, because the name would have to be different. What 
doesn't work here is the key slash across the ribs. It's a minor strike, mostly there to make the attacker 
flinch for just a second while you move from your parrying stance into the cat stance you use for the 
back-knuckle wipe, which in turn sets up the finale double attack. The problem is that if you don't hurt 
them at least a little with that strike, you can't be certain that your attacker will lower their arm, and the 
eye strike and sword hand combination needs a clear path for you to step in. 
 

Winter Variant: 
• Left foot steps to front left 45, left parry. 

• Right foot steps into left cat stance, left hand hooks punching arm down, right back-knuckle 
wipe across face. 

• Right foot steps forward into attacker, simultaneous left four-finger eye strike and right sword-
hand to groin. 

• Right hand hooks back of attacker’s left knee, left steps forward into attacker, left forearm to 
midsection while pulling with right to take down attacker onto their back. 

• Right scoop, right stomp to groin. 
 

Notes: 
I considered leaving the technique otherwise unchanged after adding the move to hook the attacker's 
arm out of the way, but that didn't feel like a significant modification to the technique on its own, and 
selfishly, I really love Blinding Sword and wanted to use it. I also felt that without the rake to the ribs, the 
attacker might not have flinched as much, so they might still have some fight in them after the eye strike 
and groin shot. (This is not a technique about inflicting serious physical injury to your attacker as much 
as it is about causing them enough pain and confusion that they're no longer interested in fighting. An 
eye strike can do awful damage, to be clear, but that's not something to depend on. It's more likely to 
cause a flinch and pain reaction and a few seconds of blurred vision, especially if you do it while wearing 
gloves.)  
 
I therefore added a takedown to the technique, using a move similar to one used in another blue belt 
technique, Hooves of Death (which includes a great deal of stomping after the takedown, hence the 
name). Even if the attacker is willing to fight after the eye and groin shots, a takedown on ice is going to 
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hurt, and a stomp to the groin, even if not definitive in ending the fight, means that getting up from the 
ice will take them enough time that I have time to escape or continue with additional strikes. 

Green Belt 
Green belt focuses on a lot of precise strikes. The techniques that focused on targeting the eyes, throat, 
and groin generally worked well without modification, while those using key strikes or other precise 
strikes to the body did not work as well. 
 
Techniques I considered but opted not to modify include Striking the Gong, because it only required a 
little retargeting to work; and Flaming Dragon, because if I am attacked with a right punch from the 
right side, I have many other techniques to choose from that do not require modification. 
 

Circling Fans 

Concept:  
A technique that trains pressure-point striking. The attack is for a left punch with the left leg forward, 
and unlike a lot of our techniques that have you step to the outside of the attacker (so that if you step 
forward, you are behind them), this one steps to the inside of the attacker, which is another reason that 
I like it – while the techniques that step to the outside feel generally safer, it's not always feasible to do 
that, depending on your position with respect to your attacker and the type of punch they're throwing. 
(For an attacker throwing a straight punch, it's often easy. For an attacker throwing a punch with more 
of a hook or swing to the side, it's harder.) 
 

Standard Steps: 
• Right foot steps forward into a left rear horse, specifically stepping to the inside of their punch, 

not the outside. Left-right windshield wiper block followed by right key strike to the ulna of the 
punching arm. 

• Shuffle forward, right elbow jab to the ribs. 

• Right hammer-fist to the groin. 
 

Issues: 
This was a technique I struggled with when I was first learning it, but it eventually became one of my 
favorites. The problems in cold weather are strictly based on the target wearing heavy clothing. The key 
strike to the ulna and elbow to the ribs are much less likely to cause the attacker enough pain to stun 
them so that you can finish them off with the groin strike, and if the attacker isn't stunned, this 
particular positioning – getting yourself in close to the attacker rather than on the outside or behind 
them – can be very dangerous. 
 

Winter Variant: 
• Right foot steps forward into a left rear horse, specifically stepping to the inside of their punch, 

not the outside. Left-right windshield wiper block followed by right inverted spear hand up into 
the armpit of the punching arm.  

• Left hidden step in front of right, right inverted four-finger eye rake (palm faces up). 

• Right hand continues circling motion started by raking motion and does a small reverse vertical 
outward chop block in front of attacker's face before circling back to guard. 

• Pivot into square horse facing attacker, left inverted spear hand to throat. 
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Notes: 
The tricky part of this modification was getting something that worked but still felt like the same 
technique, using movements that evoked the feeling of holding a fan (or war fan) in each hand. I 
changed the key strike to the ulna into a spear hand to the armpit because I felt that a spear hand could 
penetrate well enough to get the flinch I needed. The right hand doing the eye rake and then circling in 
front of the face is a nod to the fans – the circling motion in particular is meant to be a distraction that 
catches the attacker's attention (if they're looking at anything, given the eye rake) so that they never see 
the spear hand to the throat coming. It's similar to something I picked up while training to use a towel or 
gi top as a weapon, with a flurry of motion that hides a strike. I felt it was appropriate for a technique 
meant to evoke using fans. 
 

Rising Sun 

Concept:  
A technique that defends against the attacker pushing you and then following immediately with a 
lunging right punch with the right leg forward. This is another one that was difficult for me when I was 
first learning it, and I wanted to include it here because there are many techniques that defend against 
pushes and punches, but I only learned this one to defend against both. 
 

Standard Steps: 
• Hop back into a right cat to recover from the push. 

• Left foot steps forward and left at a 45-degree angle, simultaneous left parry and right key strike 
to ribs. 

• Right speed chop to ribs. 

• Right V-step into attacker, simultaneous left side palm to back and right elbow smash to 
midsection. 

• Right knee wiggles to jostle attacker's right leg. 

• Right scoop kick and step back. 
 

Issues: 
This technique does so many interesting things. Moving in for the elbow smash (with the other hand 
giving the smash even more impact) is great, and the knee wiggle is really difficult to explain and even to 
learn, but once you learn it, knowing that you can throw off your attacker's balance while in close, and 
then open them up for the scoop kick to the groin, is really helpful. 
 
As in Blinding Sword, the part of the technique that does not work well is the section involving strikes to 
the ribs. If the attacker is not stunned when you move in for the elbow smash, you are putting yourself 
in a very vulnerable place (and very possibly walking right into another punch). 
 

Winter Variant: 
• Hop back into a right cat to recover from the push. 

• Left steps forward at a 45-degree angle into right rear horse, left parry, right back-knuckle rake 
to face. 

• Right back-knuckle to face. 

• Right V-steps in, left hooks punching arm out of the way, simultaneous left side palm to side of 
head and right elbow smash to right side of head. 

• Right knee wiggles to jostle attacker's right leg. 
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• Right sweep to attacker's right leg, right pulls attacker's right shoulder forward to take down, 
cover out. 

 

Notes: 
Changing the rib strikes to head strikes was straightforward – the specific rake-into-back-knuckle is one I 
learned in a black belt technique. I wanted to keep the knee wiggle, because this is one of the only 
techniques where we do it. The scoop kick to the groin might still work, slower but with more impact 
behind it, while wearing snow boots, so the change to a leg sweep is less about that part of the 
technique not working on ice and more about taking advantage of the fact that if you're performing the 
technique on a slippery surface, a leg sweep on a hurt and stunned attacker is very likely to send them 
face-first to the ground. 

Brown Belt 
It was difficult to find techniques to modify at any of the three degrees of brown belt. Because brown 
belt techniques are less about raw force and more about precision and positioning, most of them 
worked just fine, and the ones that didn't were less because the technique wouldn't hurt the attacker 
through winter clothing and more because the technique was not safe to perform at full speed on ice – 
and in those cases (notably the spinning hook kick in Side Punch #5 and the leg hook in Trapping Well), I 
had trouble finding modifications to the techniques that did not leave them feeling like completely 
different techniques. The two techniques listed here are less techniques that I thought had real trouble 
and more techniques where I saw an opportunity to take advantage of minor modifications. 
 

Tumbling Weed 

Concept:  
A technique learned for second-degree brown belt that defends against a right punch from the left side. 
This technique is one of several at this level that get into side punches, and I have always liked how it 
controls the attacker's balance. 
 

Standard Steps: 
• Left foot steps to the left behind attacker’s leg, left-right shield block. 

• Simultaneous left hammer-fist to kidney and right hammer-fist to solar plexus. 

• Left hand grabs chin and pulls up and back, right inverted punch to ribs. 

• Left foot sweep as left hand finishes the pull take attacker down. 

• Cover out at a 45. 
 

Issues: 
The only significant issue in this technique is that the two hammer-fists to the body are meant to stagger 
an attacker enough that they aren't in a position to resist you doing the takedown, with the inverted 
punch to the ribs as a final backup strike. If the attacker is wearing a heavy coat, they might not be hurt 
or staggered enough for the simple and elegant takedown to work. 
 

Winter Variant: 
• Left foot steps to the left behind attacker’s leg, left-right shield block. 

• Simultaneous left and right hammer-fists to the head. 

• Shift into forward bow, right side palm to face. 
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• Shift into broken bow, left hook punch to kidney. 

• Left arm pulls back and up on attacker's chin, left leg sweep to take down. 
 

Notes: 
Since shots to the body are less likely to have a strong impact through winter clothing and stagger the 
attacker enough to leave them vulnerable to the takedown, I needed a different way to unbalance the 
attacker. In an early version of modifying this technique, I moved into a scissor block to lock the 
attacker's arm, but that ended up feeling too close to my modifications to Broken Honor (A), and it also 
slowed down the technique to a degree that didn't feel right. The right side palm and left hook punch, 
with the stance shifts included, are something I picked up and modified from the Muay Thai class my son 
is taking while I practice katas out in the parking lot. The hook punch might not do a ton of damage 
through a puffy coat, but the main purpose is to get the attacker to stand upright after you strike them 
in the face (which could cause them to bend over in a flinch reaction). You need them standing upright 
so that pulling back on their chin and sweeping their leg will reliably put them on their back.  
 

Descending Hatchet 

Concept:  
A technique learned for first-degree brown belt that defends against a left-right wheel kick combination. 
It's the only technique we learn that defends against multiple kicks until we get to a much higher rank. I 
don't think that's a weakness in Kenpo, to be clear. If someone does multiple kicks against you, you 
block the first couple, and when they overextend on the third or you've got a sense of their moves, you 
perform the technique we have for a single kick attack. The reason this technique is helpful in particular 
is because the flurry of kicks can come fast enough that it feels like a single attack rather than two 
separate kicks. 
 

Standard Steps: 
• Right foot steps back into a right rear horse, wheel kick block to right. 

• Wheel kick block to left. 

• Left hand grabs back of most recent kicking leg. 

• Shuffle forward, pulling with left hand and performing a low forearm smash with right, to take 
attacker down. 

• Right stomp to groin, plant back. 
 

Issues: 
To be completely honest, this was an opportunistic choice on my part rather than one that stemmed 
from cold-weather practicality. If someone is attacking me with a left-right wheel kick combination on 
ice, then either they have amazing balance, they are wearing shoes with spikes, or they are about to fall 
flat on their back without me having to do anything. However, I've always been a little uncertain about 
this technique even when performing it on a mat. Shuffling in to perform the takedown while grabbing 
the leg is very similar to the "shoot in" common to MMA-friendly styles, and I know intellectually that it 
works, because, well, I've seen it work in matches. Nevertheless, I've always been concerned about my 
personal ability to do this shuffle-in-takedown well enough to do it safely. Both of my hands are low for 
the takedown, and I haven't actually hurt the attacker yet at the point where I do the shoot-in and 
takedown, which always makes me feel like I'm about to eat a punch to the face. 
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Because performing these moves on ice means slowing footwork down slightly even when going against 
an attacker, that felt like enough of a justification to modify this technique. 
 

Winter Variant: 
• Right foot steps back into a right rear horse, wheel kick block to right. 

• Shift to broken bow, left arm does downward block (lower half of wheel kick block) while right 
does side palm to face. 

• Left hand grabs back of most recent kicking leg. 

• Shuffle forward, pulling with left hand and performing a low forearm smash with right, to take 
attacker down. 

• Right stomp to groin, plant back. 
 

Notes: 
The modification to this technique borrows a move from another brown belt technique, Right-Left, 
which defends against a right-left punch combination. The first move is to step back and block, and the 
second move is to block the second punch while throwing a strike. It's one of my favorite techniques, 
because once you get it internalized, you're less likely to end up completely on the defensive when 
someone throws a flurry of strikes at you. I'm applying the same principle here. Even if the attacker can 
throw two wheel kicks at you on ice, they're going to be slowed down, and the kicks will likely be lower, 
so you can safely lose the top half of the second wheel kick block (which uses both arms) and instead 
use that hand to strike. Once you've hit the attacker enough to stagger them even slightly, you should 
be able to do the shuffle-in-takedown without having to worry about eating a punch to the face. 

Conclusion 
When I first started modifying techniques twenty years ago, I went into it like a kid in a candy store. 
Everything got modified to include my favorite strikes. Everything got additional strikes added in the 
middle, complex moves requiring specific precision. 
 
And to be clear, there's nothing wrong with that. There was joy in making those modifications back 
then, and I regret that my attempts to find my original modifications from way back when ended with 
me realizing I hadn't actually written down all my notes at the time, because of course I would 
remember them – they were my techniques.  
 
(Also, in some cases, I did write them down, and I legitimately cannot read my own writing. This is both 
because my handwriting was bad even back then and, more charitably, because anyone who has tried to 
write notes in the middle of a martial arts workout on a mat knows the pain of trying to write in pencil 
well enough to be legible while having to hold your scratch paper against the wall, because there are no 
handy desks on the mat. (Or writing with the scratch paper on the mat and being absolutely paranoid 
that you're going to poke the pencil through the paper and damage the mat and then have to do like a 
million push-ups.) One of my favorite parts of practicing martial arts today is being able to pause and jot 
notes into my phone's notepad app. They might still be incomplete half sentences like "Flash Tong kick 
slippy maybe knee in tead(sic)," but at least I can read the words.) 
 
In any event, my attitude toward Kenpo today is different. When several years of enforced indoor time 
from the pandemic combined with stress at work to affect my health, Kenpo was the exercise that 
immediately felt right when I went back to it. I can do an elliptical machine or a recumbent stationary 
bike, but I had loved doing Kenpo, and when I came back to it, I found that I still did. Kenpo has helped 
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me get healthier and more comfortable with my body again, and I am so incredibly grateful to have had 
it in my life. 
 
I don't know if I will actually continue on and learn any more belt material than I have already learned. I 
am largely back to where I was when I moved from California to Canada, and while my teachers have 
been incredible in their support, sending videos of the high-level techniques and getting on Zoom to 
help me make sure that I'm doing some of the steps right, there's a difference between that and actually 
doing another belt test. 
 
But even if these technique modifications are just a thought exercise rather than part of preparation for 
a future belt test, I have really enjoyed making them. Doing these modifications helped me think about 
how certain techniques work normally and get better at doing them, whether on ice or on a mat. And if 
a martial artist from any style reads this document and gets something out of it – an idea of how to 
modify their own techniques for icy ground or heavy clothes, or even just a better understanding of 
something that was bothering them about one of their own techniques that they had never quite been 
able to put their finger on – then I am happy to have had the chance to give something small back to the 
arts. 
 

Thank you, and good luck kicking in snow boots.       
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Glossary 
In order for this document to be useful to people who practice in a different style, I have added quick 
write-ups of terms that we used. The goal is not to explain these to someone with no training so well 
that they can do them with no further instruction, but to give another martial artist the chance to 
recognize the moves, assuming that they perform a similar or identical move at their own school. If you 
do not practice a martial art, please do not try these moves based on these descriptions alone.  
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I am not trying to guard any ancient deadly secrets here. These short little descriptions are leaving out 
key bits that we explain to students when teaching them, like, "Be sure to tighten the muscles in your 
leg before you reach full extension, or else doing this at full power could screw up your tendons or 
dislocate your patella." 
 

Stances and Steps 
Bow Stance: A fighting stance where one leg is straight, which changes both weight and how much you 
face the attacker. If not specified, assume a forward bow, meaning that the back leg is straight and 
shifting your position forward, toward your target. 
 
Broken Bow: A fighting stance used at higher levels. Similar to a forward bow, except that the back leg 
remains bent, so you are crouched about halfway to a kneeling position. It is almost always a transitional 
stance used briefly while putting power into a strike that is either striking down on an attacker from 
above or striking at a low target. A "right broken bow" has the right leg back. 
 
Cat Stance: A stance where most weight is on the back leg, and the front foot is very close to the back 
foot and pointed to the front, knees bent. This stance can be used either a transition or as a good stance 
from which to perform kicks with the front foot. If it has "right" or "left" in front of it, that refers to 
which foot is back and holding most of the weight. (A "right cat stance" would have the right leg back 
and holding most of the weight.) 
 
Cover Out: A general term that means "After you are finished performing the main part of the 
technique, move away from your attacker while keeping your guard up in case they are still intent on 
attacking." This usually means taking a step away and ending in a fighting stance. 
 
Fighting Stance: The standard stance used for most moves. Also called a rear horse. This looks like a 
wider version of a classic boxer's stance. Feet are a little more than shoulder width apart, and you face 
your attacker with your body mostly in profile. If you stand on a line, the toe of your front foot should be 
in line with the heel of your back foot. (This is so that you can kick with your back leg or strike with your 
back arm without having to rotate your body as much, which telegraphs your movement to your 
attacker.) A "right rear horse" means that your right leg is back. 
 
Forward Bow: A fighting stance where your back leg is straight, and you now face fully forward rather 
than presenting a narrow profile. A "right forward bow" means that your right leg is back and straight. 
 
Hidden Step: One of our most common steps and stance transitions. From a fighting stance with your 
right leg back, you might step forward, but keep your shoulders and waist pointed in the same direction, 
and with the foot of the stepping leg pointed as it was before the step. Then, after you are finished with 
the step, you shift your weight and pivot into the new stance. The goal is twofold: making it harder for 
an opponent to see what you're about to do just by looking at your shoulders, and getting power from 
strikes that are performed during the pivot. (We refer to this as a hidden stance if you remain in this 
position rather than using it only as a quick transition.) A hidden step can be in front of or behind the 
other foot. 
 
Rear Horse: See "Fighting Stance". 
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Reverse Bow: A fighting stance where your front leg is straight, moving your weight back and turning 
you away from the attacker. A "right reverse bow" has the left leg straight. 
 
Shift: Changing the stance without taking a step (for example, shifting from a rear horse to a forward 
bow). A shift is usually accompanied by a strike, since the shift involves changes in waist position and 
can generate a lot of power. 
 
Shuffle: A quick movement where you move forward or back with a little slide or hop but do not 
otherwise change stances. 
 
Square Horse: Usually a training stance, but sometimes used in techniques where we want balance to be 
neutral. Feet are a little more than shoulder width apart, the stance is low enough that knees are over 
the feet, and both feet point forward. 
 
V-Step: A move where you start in a stance where your legs are shoulder-width apart (a fighting stance 
or bow), slide one foot in until it's next to the other, and then slide your foot back out in a new direction. 
Doing these moves as a V-step rather than just moving the foot directly to the new position keeps you 
more stable and avoids telegraphing your exact intent to an attacker. 
 

Blocks 
Check: Not so much a block as a parry that is meant to keep an attacker from being able to counter. The 
hand or arm is usually on top of the attacker's arm, making it difficult for them to counterattack without 
adjusting their arm position first. 
 
Chop Block: Any block where instead of holding the hand in a fist and blocking with the forearm, you 
hold your hand in a chop position and do a chop to the arm of the attacking strike. The striking surface is 
the side of the hand between the pinkie and the wrist. 
 
Extended Outward Block: A block that is about halfway between a vertical outward block and an upward 
block. While an upward block has the forearm horizontal above your head, the extended outward block 
goes out at a 45-degree angle, as though you are making half of a sloped roof over your head. It strikes 
with the forearm unless performed as a chop block. 
 
Hook: A softer defense than a standard block, a pull when compared to a parry's push. The fingers of the 
hand are held close together and curled to a hook shape, and the incoming attack is pulled out away 
from the center of the body. Hook blocks can be single-hand or double hand, with the double hand hook 
used for attacks with more power behind them, or to make it easier to transition into controlling the 
attacker's body. 
 
Inward Block: A block where the arm swings from outside (about even with the shoulder) to inside (past 
the face) with the forearm vertical so that the fist points straight up. It strikes with the forearm unless 
performed as a chop block. 
 
Parry: A softer defense than a block. In the standard form, the hand moves in from outside of body to 
center of body, with fingers held in the position used for chops or palm strikes, and the palm of the hand 
redirects the attacking strike. If followed by an upward block with the other hand, this is called a shield 
block. If followed with an upward sweep with the other hand, this is called a windshield wiper block. 
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Scissor Block: A block performed while stepping forward or back. The front arm does an inward block, 
while the back arm reverses the motion. This catches the attacker's arm between the two blocks, with 
the inward-blocking front arm usually moving into a controlling lock on the ulna immediately after. 
 
Shield Block: A combination block in which one hand does a parry across the body, and the other does 
an upward block. 
 
Upward Block: A block where the arm swings straight up, forearm horizontal. It strikes with the forearm 
unless performed as a chop block. It is sometimes preceded with a parry by the other hand. This 
combination is called a shield block. 
 
Vertical Outward Block: A block where the arm swings from center of body to outside past the shoulder, 
with the forearm vertical. It strikes with the forearm unless performed as a chop block. 
 
Wheel Kick Block: A combination block specifically to defend against a kicking coming in to one side of 
the body. The arm on the side the kick is coming to does a downward block, and at the same time, the 
opposite arm reaches across the body to do an inward block. The arms touch near the elbow, forming a 
stronger protective area at the likely kick height and at least some protection all the way from head to 
knee. 
 
Windshield Wiper Block: (Sometimes the fact that this has a modern name bothers me, because I like 
the ancient-sounding stuff. If I were going to pretend all of Kenpo was ancient and historical, I would call 
it a fan block. But this is what we actually called it.) A combination block in which one hand does a parry 
across the body, and the other then sweeps up to deflect the attack with the back of the hand or the 
forearm. This is often done while doing a step to further avoid the attack – for example, stepping to the 
left while doing a left-right windshield wiper block that redirects the attack to the right. 
 

Kicks 
Chicken Kick: A kick combination in which, from a standard rear horse fighting stance, you do a snap kick 
with your back leg, and then, without planting down, leap into a snap kick with your front leg, landing in 
the same fighting stance a little bit forward. 
 
Heel Kick: A short fast kick that snaps up to a close target behind you and hits with the heel. It is used 
regularly when dealing with a close attacker and almost always targets either the groin or one of the 
attacker's knees. 
 
Japanese Wheel: Very close to what I've seen referred to as a roundhouse kick at most schools. The back 
leg swings out and to the front, the foot snaps out and retracts, and the leg then plants back. Unlike 
many schools, we pull back the toes and strike with the ball of the foot rather than striking with the top 
of the foot. 
 
Knife Edge Kick: A low kick that hits with the outside edge of the foot, like the kicking equivalent of a 
chop. The sole of the foot should be facing the ground while kicking. The kick often targets the attacker's 
knees. In most cases, performing the kick also means shifting weight with the planted leg in order to 
"get your hip into the kick." 
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Rear Kick: Often described as "a stomp that goes back instead of down." Usually targets the groin, or if 
the attacker is bent over, possibly the stomach. 
 
Scoop Kick: Almost always performed with the front leg. The leg comes up, toes curled up, and scoops 
up at the target, which is usually the groin (although occasionally the ribs on a fallen attacker). 
 
Snap Kick: Probably our simplest kick. The leg swings up and forward, and the kicking foot snaps out, 
strikes, and then comes back. The kick often plants back, but not always. If it plants forward, it's 
important to retract the foot rather than just kick and drop. At our school, the toes are pulled back, so 
that you strike with the ball of your foot. 
 
Sweep: Anyone who watched the Karate Kid movies knows what this is. For those who haven't, at our 
school, it is performed like you are kicking a soccer ball, striking the attacker's ankle with the instep of 
your own foot. 
 
Triple Kick: A combination kick performed with one leg doing all three kicks without touching back 
down. The first kick is a snap kick, the second is a knife edge kick, and the third is a rear kick. The three 
kicks can be performed front-side-back, or all to the front. 
 
Wheel Kick: Kick where the back leg comes forward as though doing a snap kick, but you then twist and 
strike to the side rather than doing a standard snap kick. This looks almost like a roundhouse kick at 
other schools, but coming up like you're doing a snap kick makes it a kick more for speed than power. 
You won't have as much weight behind it as you would if you were doing a roundhouse (which we call a 
Japanese wheel), but your attacker won't know whether you're doing a snap kick or wheel kick until the 
last moment, so it's a little harder to block. Almost always plants forward.  
 

Strikes 
Back-Knuckle: A strike that jabs out, hits with the back of the hand, specifically the first two knuckles, 
and then retracts. It looks like an old-timey boxer's jab when they did matches bare-knuckle. It doesn't 
hit particularly hard, but it's extremely fast and can be fired off without a ton of pivoting or stance 
shifting, making it a great strike to target the face to buy you a chance to set up a heavier strike. 
 
Back-Knuckle Rake: A strike in which you do a movement similar to an inward block, striking a glancing 
blow to the target with the back of the hand (particularly the knuckles). You twist the hand as you hit to 
rake the knuckles along the target (usually the face). 
 
Back-Knuckle Wipe: A strike in which you do a movement similar to a vertical outward block, a backhand 
that strikes a glancing blow across the target with the back of the hand (particularly the knuckles). This is 
often performed while moving in the opposite direction and usually targets the face. 
 
Double Chops: A combination where you swing both arms and hit with glancing blows, one right after 
the other. Often but not always swings to strike downward, either at the back of the attacker's neck or 
where the neck meets the shoulder. 
 
Elbow Drop: A strike where the elbow is held high and then slammed down onto the attacker, usually 
after the attacker has been bent over with other strikes, and almost always with a downward shift in the 
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body, so that the body weight can add to the power of the downward strike all concentrated on the 
point of the elbow. 
 
Elbow Jab: A strike where the arm swings outward while bent and stabs at the attacker with the point of 
the elbow. It commonly targets the face, throat, or solar plexus. 
 
Elbow Smash: A strike that swings forward with the arm bent and hits with the forearm and elbow. The 
other hand sometimes but not always comes up to strike the other side of the attacker's body (for 
instance, trapping the head between the elbow smash on one side and the palm strike on the other). 
 
Eye Hook: A strike using one or two fingers. Unlike an eye strike, the fingers are curled and strike at the 
eye from the side. While it's possible for an amazing execution of this strike to pop the eye out of its 
socket or otherwise blind the attacker, the primary goal is to distract your attacker and provoke a flinch 
that gives you time to move into a more damaging strike. 
 
Eye Strike/Eye Rake: A strike that can use all four fingers, just the index finger, or just the thumb. Like 
the eye hook, while it's possible to blind the attacker with these strikes, the primary goal is pain and 
distraction as you move into a more damaging strike. The eye strike is a jab in and out, and the eye rake 
is a rake across the eyes. 
 
Forearm Strike: A strike that strikes with the forearm, similar to a block but intended to do damage. 
Either side of the forearm can be used. The inside (the side down the arm from your thumb) is most 
often used for swinging strikes to the body, while the outside (the side down the arm from your pinkie) 
is usually pulled in close to the body and used similar to an elbow smash to jostle or unbalance an 
attacker. 
 
Hammer Fist: A strike where you clench your fist and then strike like you're pounding the table. It does 
not have great range, but if you have already gotten your attacker into a position of being bent over, a 
hammer fist to the back of the head or even to the kidney can end the fight. In a few techniques, we use 
an inverted hammer fist, which swings up and hits with the other side of the hand (the side of the index 
finger and thumb). Inverted hammer fist strikes almost exclusively target the groin. 
 
Kenpo Punch: A punch where the fist is held vertically. Usually but not always used as a jab, firing out 
and back quickly. 
 
Key Strike: A strike in which the hand is held in a standard punch position except for the middle finger, 
which extends one knuckle and braces the finger against the others. The goal is to hit with just that 
knuckle, putting the force of a punch into a very small striking area. It is used only on soft targets or 
pressure points – the solar plexus, the ribs, the ulna nerve behind the elbow, or the temples on the 
head. 
 
Layout Chop: A chop where the strike has the arm move like a forehand strike, with the palm facing up 
as though you are holding an imaginary platter. Layout chops always strike for power rather than 
snapping out and back for speed. 
 
Palm Strike: A strike where the hand is open. The striking surface is the heel of the hand. A standard 
palm strike has the fingers pointing up, while a side palm strike has them pointed to the outside, away 
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from the center of the body, and an inverted palm strike has the fingers pointed down. The fingers are 
always rigid and pressed together to avoid having a finger get snagged on anything. 
 
Power Chop: A chop where the palm faces down, and you strike with a move like a backhand with the 
intent of hitting hard for power. If the intent is the chop equivalent of a quick jab, we call it a speed 
chop. 
 
Spear Hand: A strike where the four fingers of the hand have fingertips level (all fingers very slightly 
bent, middle and ring finger bent more). The hand can be held with the palm facing to the side, or up. If 
facing up, this is called an inverted spear hand. Targets soft tissue only – throat or solar plexus in most 
cases. 
 
Speed Chop: A chop where the palm faces down, and you flick the hand out like a backhand jab. 
 
Straight Punch: A classic standard punch where the hand is held horizontally. Most commonly used for 
power, it rarely strikes and retracts like a quick jab. The arm never gets entirely straight. It is left slightly 
bent to avoid hyperextending the elbow. 
 
Sword Hand: A strike in where the hand is held in a chop position, but you hit with the part of the hand 
between the index finger and thumb. Because of how you have to be positioned to make this strike 
work, the arm is usually straight and swings in to strike. The most common targets are low to the groin 
and high to the throat. 
 
 
 


